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FORM A
Proposal:
•

Name of the event organized: Diwali Celebration for the Members of RDIAS Family.

•

Date: October 18, 2107.

•

Venue: Ground Floor Hall & Reception Area, Block-B and Ground Floor Block-A

•

Motivation for the activity: The objective of Diwali celebration was to celebrate the festival
with zeal, togetherness and enthusiasm as these celebrations are organized to convey the
message and a feeling of belongingness. There were 4 events organized to mark the
celebration of the same: Cleaning of Workstations, Inter Departmental “Rangoli Making
Competition”, Dumb Charades and Antakshari.

•

Organized by: Social & Heritage Club of RDIAS
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FORM B

Part I
Aim of the event:
The aim was to celebrate the festival with fun, fervor and togetherness. Deepawali or Diwali is a
festival of lights symbolizing the victory of righteousness and the lifting of spiritual darkness.
The word “Deepawali” refers to rows of diyas, or clay lamps.
Part II
Abstract:
In Indian culture, Diwali, the festival of lights, sees millions attend prayers and celebratory
events across the world every autumn. To celebrate, houses are decorated with candles and
colorful lights while families’ feast and share gifts. It is a festival of lights symbolizing the
victory of righteousness and the lifting of spiritual darkness. The event started with a pledge
taken by RDIAS members for celebrating a Green and a Cracker Free Diwali.
There were 4 events organized to mark the celebration of the same.
1. Cleaning of Workstations- Cleaner surroundings make it easier to organize the
workplace and increase the productivity and remove negativity. As a part of our
commitment towards Swacchhtaa Abhiyaan, employees were encouraged to be
responsible for cleaning and maintaining their own workstation. Keeping this in view a
half an hour cleanliness drive of cubicles was done. It is rightly said that Cleanliness
attracts positive energies and removes negative energies.
2. Inter Departmental “Rangoli Making Competition- As Diwali is the festival of light
it gets more beautiful with zest of colorful Rangoli. Therefore, a rangoli competition
was also organized as it is considered a symbol of good luck and prosperity, wherein all
the faculty members of department of MBA, MCA and BBA and Non-Teaching Staff
participated in the same and displayed their creativity. Teams were allotted space in
Block –B Reception area for MBA & BBA and Non-Teaching Staff and for MCA
Departments Ground Floor Block- A was allocated. 90 minutes were given to all the
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teams and MCA Department stood first followed by BBA, MBA and Non-Teaching
Staff.The judges for Rangoli making Competition were Ms. Namita Garg, Dr. Manoj
Kumar Gupta, Dr. Anshu Lochab and Ms. Deepika Varshney.

Winners for the Event
First Position - MCA Department
Second Position - BBA Department
Third Position - MBA Department
3. Dumb Charades- A game in which movies names were mentioned in the chits. One
person was asked to enact which others had to guess. It was a fun filled event giving
way to use imagination in expressing the movie name by actions only. There were 10
movies which were enacted and were guessed by the audience.

4. Antakshari – A game which was played in a team of 4 members where in the aim was
to foster team spirit along with fun quotient in it. There were 11 teams participating in
the competition. It was an activity comprising of 3 rounds:
I.

Random Word Round- wherein the teams were given different words and they had to
sing as many songs using these words in the mukhda in time duration of 1 minute.

II.

Bollywood Jodi Round: In it the teams were given name of Jodi and the team had to
sing a song pictured on the Jodi.

III.

English Translation Round: In it English lines of Bollywood Hindi songs was given
to the team, the team had to guess the songs based on their English translation within
30 seconds.
The winning team of Antakshari comprised of Dr. Irameet Kaur, Ms. Tanuja Saroha,
Ms Tripti and Ms. Meena.

The events were followed by a high tea arranged for the members of RDIAS family. The
entire family of RDIAS enjoyed the same and was of the view that such events leads to
bringing togetherness and bonding both on professional and personal front.
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Part III
Conclusion:
The purpose of Diwali celebration was to celebrate the festival with fun, fervor and togetherness.
It was a memorable and fun filling day for all the members of RDIAS. The purpose of Diwali
celebration was to celebrate the festival with zeal, togetherness and enthusiasm as these
celebrations are organized to convey the message and a feeling of belongingness. It was a
mesmerizing event for all the staff members of RDIAS.
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Few Memorable Moments of Diwali Celebration

BBA Faculty members with their beautiful Rangoli…!!!

MBA Faculty members posing great with their beautiful Rangoli…!!!
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MCA Faculty members with their Mesmerizing Rangoli.!!!

Non-Teaching Staff with their beautiful Rangoli…!!!
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Pledge to celebrate a Cracker free Diwali..!!

Winners of Rangoli Competition..!!
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Dumb Charades: Let’s do our best to enact..!!

Winners of Antakshari Competition..!!
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